Wearing a bike helmet is
the most important way for
you and your child to stay
safe on play vehicles,
tricycles, or bicycles. A
helmet can reduce the risk
of brain injury by 85%
when worn correctly. Most deaths related
to bicycle falls and collisions involve brain
injuries. Wearing a helmet can save your
life.

Head out safely
Choose a helmet that meets current safety
standards. Look for a CPSC, ASTM, ANSI, or Snell
sticker INSIDE the helmet. By 1999, every new
helmet must meet the CPSC standard.
Buy a helmet that fits your child now, not a
helmet to “grow into.”
Insist that your child wear a helmet whenever
she rides. Explain that a helmet is “just part of
the gear,” as in other sports.
Praise your child for wearing the helmet.
Model the best behavior when you ride with
your child. Wear a helmet!
A helmet is designed for only one impact.
Replace your helmet after it has been in a crash,
or after five years of use.
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The Right Fit
✓ Make sure the helmet covers the upper part of

the forehead and sits level on the head; only 2
fingers breadth of the forehead exposed.

✓ Use the foam pads inside to fit the helmet

snugly.

✓ Adjust the straps in the following ways:

✓ The two side straps should meet in a “V” right

under each ear.

✓ The chin strap should be tight enough so that

the helmet pulls down when the child opens his
mouth.

✓ Check the straps often to make sure they stay

snug.

Use retroreflective materials which are available
in department or sporting goods stores.

The Right Fit
✓ Make sure the helmet covers the upper part of the
forehead and sits level on the head; only 2 fingers
breadth of the forehead exposed.
✓ Use the foam pads inside to fit the helmet snugly.

Correct way to wear your helmet

✓ Adjust the straps in the following ways:
✓ The two side straps should meet in a “V” right under
each ear.
✓ The chin strap should be tight enough so that the
helmet pulls down when the child opens his mouth.
✓ Check the straps often to make sure they stay snug.

Wrong way to wear your helmet

Quick Fit Test

Rules of the Road

Your helmet should pass each of the 4 steps. Have
someone else test your helmet fit. Begin by putting
your helmet and straps on now.

Obey traffic laws and signals.

✓ Helmet covers the forehead when you can fit


Ride single file.

only two finger-widths from the front edge of
the helmet to your eyebrows.

✓ Helmet does not move when you shake your

head “no” as hard as possible.

✓ Helmet does not move when you put a hand

on each side of the helmet and rock it from
side to side.

✓


Helmet pulls down when you open your
mouth as wide as possible.

Bike Safety

Always ride on the RIGHT with the traffic.

Always check behind
you when changing
lanes.
Watch for dangerous
objects in the road
way.
Stop at all stop signs
and at all traffic
signals.
Use hand signals
before making a turn.

Rules of the Road
✓ Obey traffic laws
and signals.
✓ Always ride on the
RIGHT with the
traffic.
✓ Ride single file.
✓ Always check
behind you when
changing lanes.

Keep control of your bike. Do not weave
between parked cars.
Ride at least 3 feet away from parked cars.
Listen for cars approaching.
Do not wear headphones.

WEAR A BIKE HELMET WHENEVER YOU
BICYCLE!
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